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A QM  MM direct chemical dynamics simulation was performed to study collisions of
protonated octaglycine, gly8-H
, with the diamond {111} surface at an initial collision energy
Ei of 100 eV and incident angle i of 0° and 45°. The semiempirical model AM1 was used for
the gly8-H
 intramolecular potential, so that its fragmentation could be studied. Shattering
dominates gly8-H
 fragmentation at i  0°, with 78% of the ions dissociating in this way. At
i  45° shattering is much less important. For i  0° there are 304 different pathways, many
related by their backbone cleavage patterns. For the i  0° fragmentations, 59% resulted from
both a-x and b-y cleavages, while for i  45° 70% of the fragmentations occurred with only
a-x cleavage. For i  0°, the average percentage energy transfers to the internal degrees of
freedom of the ion and the surface, and the energy remaining in ion translation are 45%, 26%,
and 29%. For 45° these percentages are 26%, 12%, and 62%. The percentage energy-transfer to
Eint for i  0° is larger than that reported in previous experiments for collisions of des-Arg
1-
bradykinin with a diamond surface at the same i. This difference is discussed in terms of
differences between the model diamond surface used in the simulations and the diamond surface
prepared for the experiments. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2009, 20, 939–948) © 2009 American
Society for Mass SpectrometrySurface-induced dissociation (SID) is a type ofinelastic scattering, which has been studied ingreat detail and was first introduced by Cooks and
coworkers [1] in the 1980s to study the fragmentation of
peptide ions. In SID, a fraction of the ion’s kinetic
energy is converted into vibrational excitation resulting
in its dissociation. The efficiency of this translational to
vibrational energy-transfer strongly depends on the prop-
erties of the surface [2–5]. SID occurs via two mechanisms
known as non-shattering and shattering [6]. The former is
based on the traditional Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus
(RRKM) [7] model in which the peptide ion is activated
by its collision with the surface, and then dissociates by
intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR)
after rebounding off the surface. The latter mechanism,
shattering, involves fragmentation of the ion as it col-
lides with the surface.
Both chemical dynamics simulations [6, 8–10] and
experiments [11–13] have identified shattering as an
important mechanism for peptide ion fragmentation.
Shattering occurs rapidly, i.e., within 10–14–10–13 s, as
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doi:10.1016/j.jasms.2009.02.028the projectile ion collides with the surface. Thus, there is
insufficient time for complete IVR to occur and the
unimolecular dynamics of shattering is not in accord
with the statistical IVR assumption of RRKM theory. As
a result, the dissociation pathways with the lowest
potential energy barriers, and predicted to be dominant
by RRKM theory, may be relatively unimportant or not
observed [10]. Shattering leads to many different disso-
ciation channels [14] and it has been proposed that
shattering dissociation depends on the likelihood that
the ion is oriented in a proper manner during its
interaction with the surface to directly lead the ion to a
dissociative transition-state [14]. The formation of an
extensive number of different product ions in shattering
is beneficial for determining the projectile’s primary
structure [12, 13].
In chemical dynamics simulations of SID, shattering
has been observed for both protonated glycine [6, 10]
and diglycine, [9] i.e., gly-H and gly2-H
. Experimen-
tally, shattering has also been observed for the larger
peptide ion protonated bradykinin [11]. Similar frag-
mentation dynamics for different size peptide ions is in
accord with the observation, both experimentally [15,
16] and computationally [17, 18], that the energy-transfer
dynamics are nearly independent of the peptide ion
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940 PARK ET AL. J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2009, 20, 939–948size. The percentage energy-transfer to the ion’s internal
degrees of freedom is at most only weakly dependent
on the ion’s size and structure [14].
For the work presented here, a QM  MM direct
dynamics simulation [19, 20] was performed, using the
AM1 semiempirical electronic structure theory, to
model SID of protonated octaglycine, gly8-H
, in colli-
sions with the diamond {111} surface. Of particular
interest is to determine whether shattering is important
for this ion as found in the previous simulations for
gly-H and gly2-H
. The methodology and results of
this study are presented in the following. The results are
also compared with experimental findings [11–13] as
well as previous work on peptide ions of varied size
[15–18].
Computational Procedure
Potential Energy Function
A QM  MM direct dynamics simulation [19, 20] was
performed to study SID in collisions of gly8-H
 with the
diamond {111} surface. The complete potential energy
function used for the simulation is given by:
VVionVsurfVion-surface (1)
where Vion is the ion’s intramolecular potential, Vsurf the
potential for the surface, and Vion-surface the intermolec-
ular potential between the ion and the surface. In the
work presented here Vion and its derivatives are ob-
tained directly from a quantum mechanical (QM) the-
ory, and Vsurf and Vion-surface are represented by molec-
ular mechanical (MM) analytic functions. As a result,
the simulation is referred to as QM  MM direct
dynamics [20].
The semiempirical QM theory, AM1, was used to
represent the intramolecular potential for gly8-H
. AM1
theory provides a quite good representation of potential
energy barriers for protonated glycine dissociation [6].
Though it is more computationally expensive, it is
superior to the molecular mechanical (MM) model
AMBER, [21] which only considers harmonic-like nu-
clear potentials and, thus, does not describe dissociation
pathways for peptide ions. Ab initio QM methods may
also be used for direct dynamics simulations, [19, 20]
but they are extremely “expensive” in terms of compu-
tational resources. Though an ab initio method was
used for the small peptide ion gly-H,[10] they are
computationally impractical for the much larger ion
gly8-H
. For the work presented here, the much less
expensive QM method AM1 was used. Previous work
has shown that nearly the same energy-transfer efficien-
cies are obtained when either AMBER, AM1, or MP2/
6-31G* are used to represent the peptide ion’s intramo-
lecular potential Vion [6, 9, 10, 14]. In chemical dynamics
simulations of gly-H SID, the same shattering proba-
bilities are obtained when using either AM1 or MP2/6-
316* for Vion [10, 14].The MM potential energy function for the diamond
surface consists of harmonic stretches and bends, with
force constants chosen to fit the diamond phonon
spectrum [22]. To represent the peptide-surface inter-
molecular potential a MM analytic function was used,
comprised of two-body potential functions of the form
VXYAXY exp(-BXY rij)CXY ⁄ rij
6 (2)
where X and Y represent the C, H, N and O atoms of the
peptide and C and H atoms of diamond, respectively.
Parameters for these potentials were determined using
CH4, NH4
, H2CO, NH3 and H2O as models represent-
ing different types of atoms and functional groups of
the peptide ion [17]. This potential accurately describes
the short-range, repulsive interactions which determ-
ine the collisional energy-transfer, but not the long-
range intermolecular potential. The latter describes the
attractive interaction of the peptide ion with the surface
and is necessary to model soft-landing experiments [23,
24] in which the ion binds to the surface. Work has been
done to develop these potentials [25].
Trajectory Simulations
Direct dynamics simulations were performed, with a
software package consisting of VENUS [26] and Gauss-
ian, [27] to model collisions of gly8-H
 with the dia-
mond {111} surface. The simulations were performed
for a collisional energy of 100 eV and incident angles of
Figure 1. The folded structure for gly8-H
 used to choose initial
conditions for the chemical dynamics simulations. The light blue,
dark blue, red, and white balls represent nitrogen, carbon, oxygen,
and hydrogen atoms, respectively.
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the simulations were chosen for gly8-H
 in the folded
structure shown in Figure 1. This structure was deter-
mined by first performing a 300 K molecular dynamics
simulation for gly8-H
 based on the MM2 molecular
mechanical potential [28]. Gly8-H
 equilibrated to a
folded structure, which was then optimized to give the
equilibrium structure in Figure 1. Initial conditions for
the vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom of the
peptide, representing a 300 K Boltzmann distribution,
were chosen using the quasi-classical normal mode
method [29]. The peptide ion was randomly rotated about
its center of mass and directed at a randomly chosen
impact site on the surface. The azimuthal angle, for
collision of the projectile ion with the surface, was chosen
randomly between 0 and 2 to simulate collisions with
different domains of growth on the surface [30].
The diamond surface, used for the simulations, con-
sisted of a hydrogen terminated top layer and eight
layers of carbon atoms with a total number of carbon
atoms equal to 6950 and a thickness of 13 Å. The
surface initial conditions were chosen by assigning
velocities to the surface atoms, sampled from a Maxwell
Boltzmann distribution at 300 K. The velocities were
then scaled [31] such that the temperature was that for
a 300 K Boltzmann distribution by equilibrating the
surface for 2 ps of molecular dynamics. The structure
thus obtained was then used as the initial structure for
an equilibration run at the beginning of each trajectory.
A sixth order symplectic integrator [32] was used to
integrate the classical equations of motion with an
integration step size of 2 fs. The trajectories were
allowed to run for a maximum total time of 4 ps. For the
collision energy of 100 eV, a total of 377 and 103
trajectories were computed, respectively, for the inci-
dent angles of 0° and 45°. The initial separation between
the center of mass of gly8-H
 and the top of the surface
was set at 25 Å at the start of each trajectory. The
trajectory was terminated if this separation exceeded 30
Å. The trajectories were calculated on a heterogeneous
cluster consisting of different single core processors. On
average it took1 and 2/3 days to integrate a trajectory
for 4 ps on one of these processors using a 2 fs time step.
The initial 100 eV translational energy of gly8-H

may be transferred to the surface as well as to the ion’s
internal modes and the energy conservation relation-
ship is given by:
EiEintEsurfEf (3)
where Eint and Esurf are the energy transfers to the
vibrational degrees of freedom of gly8-H
 and to the
vibrational modes of the surface, respectively, and Ef is
the energy remaining in the ion’s translational motion.
The efficiencies of energy-transfer to Eint and Esurf
were determined for each trajectory. Also investigated
was the fragmentation mechanism, i.e., dissociation
following IVR or shattering.Simulation Results
The trajectories were analyzed for (1) the percentage
energy transfers to Eint, Esurf, and Ef, and their
distributions; (2) the fraction which fragmented during
their 4 ps numerical integrations; (3) the type of frag-
mentation, i.e., dissociation following IVR or shattering;
and (4) the backbone cleavage patterns for the fragmen-
tations. Of particular interest is the dependence of these
SID dynamics on the incident angle, i.e., either 0°
(normal to the surface) or 45°.
Energy Transfer Efficiencies
The efficiencies of energy-transfer to the surface and to
the projectile’s internal degrees of freedom are impor-
tant attributes of SID. The probability and mechanism
for projectile fragmentation depend on the transfer of
the collision energy to the projectile’s vibrational de-
grees of freedom. The average percentages for energy-
transfer to the projectile’s internal degrees of freedom,
Eint, and to the surface, Esurf, and of the energy
remaining in projectile translation, Ef, are listed in Table
1. Changing the incident angle, from a perpendicular
collision, i  0°, to 45° reduces the energy-transfer to
Eint and Esurf and retains more energy in projectile
translation. For i  0° nearly fifty per-cent, i.e., 0.45, of
the collision energy Ei is transferred to Eint. The
distributions of energy-transfer to Eint, Esurf, and Ef,
for the i  0° collisions, are shown in Figure 2. Their
forms are similar to those found previously [6, 9, 10, 14,
17, 18] for simulations of the smaller glyn-H
 peptide
ions and for the current study with i  45°.
Fragmentation Probability and Mechanism
The fragmentation probability and mechanism depend
on the incident angle, i. Of the 377 trajectories calcu-
lated for i  0°, 351 (i.e., 0.93) of the gly8-H
 ions
fragmented within the 4 ps time of the trajectory
integration. For the i  45° trajectories, 33/103  0.32
dissociated during the trajectory integration. The larger
fragmentation at i  0° is consistent with the greater
transfer to Eint for this incident angle. It took the ion
395 fs to hit the surface and, thus, the internal motion of
the excited ion was followed for a maximum time of 3.6
ps. For each trajectory, at both i of 0° and 45°, the
internal energy-transfer to the peptide ion, Eint, is
Table 1. Percentage energy transfers for gly8-H
  diamond
{111} collisionsa
i (°) Eint Esurf Ef
0b 0.45 0.26 0.29
45c 0.26 0.12 0.62
aThe collision energy is 100 eV.
bThe standard deviations of the mean for these percentages is  0.01.
cThe standard deviation of the mean for these percentages range from
0.005 for Ef to 0.02 for Esurf.
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for the ion’s fragmentation [6] and, thus, if longer times
are considered each ion is expected to dissociate.
For the calculations at i  0°, a careful analysis was
done to determine the number of fragments for each
gly8-H
 ion that fragmented. This number varies be-
tween 2 and 16, and a scatter plot is given in Figure 3 of
the number if fragments versus Eint. There is a ten-
dency for the number of fragments to increase with
increase in Eint, but it is not particularly strong. Some
of the fragments may contain sufficient internal energy
to undergo unimolecular dissociation if the trajectories
were followed for more than 4 ps. This would increase
the number of fragments for the initially fragmenting
gly8-H
 ion.
Shattering occurs as the projectile ion collides with the
surface and the fraction of trajectories which shatter will
not increase with longer integration times. Of the trajecto-
ries calculated at i  0°, 293/377  0.78 shatter. At i 
45°, this fraction is much lower and 23/103  0.22.
Shattering dominates the fragmentation at i  0° and a
feature of shattering are the many different fragmentation
pathways and the resulting many different fragment ions.
A representative trajectory illustrating shattering frag-
mentation is shown in Figure 4. A plot of the m/e ratios
for the different product ions, versus their populations, is
given in Figure 5 for the i 0° calculations. The ten most
dominant m/e peaks in decreasing importance, with their
relative populations, are 30 (1.00), 102 (0.88), 159 (0.66), 258
Figure 2. Distributions of energy-transfer to the gly8-H
 ions’
internal degrees of freedom (Eint) of energy-transfer to the
surface (Esurf), and of the recoiling ions’ translational energy as a
result of collisions with the diamond {111}surface at an initial
collision energy of 100 eV (2306 kcal/mol) and  of 0° and normali
to the surface.(0.41), 45 (0.39), 58 (0.39), 144 (0.39), 201 (0.37), 87 (0.34),
and 216 (0.34), respectively. For some of these peaks, there
is only one ion, but for others there are more than one. The
ions in the respective peaks, including the populations of
multiple ions within the peaks, are as follows: NH2CH2
;
CONHCH2CO2H
; [CONHCH2]2CO2H
; NH2[CH2CO
NH]4CH2
; CO2H
; CHONHCH2
 (0.81), NH2CH2CO
(0.19); NH2[CH2CONH]2CH2
 (0.94), COCH2NHCOCH2
CO2H (0.06); NH2[CH2CONH]3CH2
; NH2CH2CONH
CH2
; and [CONHCH2]3CO2H
. The ion populations ver-
sus m/e are plotted in Figure 5 for the calculations at i 45°.
Figure 3. Scatter plot of the number of fragments versus the
energy transferred to the internal degrees of freedom of gly8-H
,
for each of these ions that fragmented at i  0° and Ei  100 eV.
Figure 4. Representative trajectory illustrating scattering frag-
mentation of gly -H. The fragments at 800 fs are H O, 6 CO, 68 2
NHCH2, NH2CH2
, CONH, and COCH2.
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tions are much smaller than at i  0°. The five most
dominant m/e peaks are 372 (1.00), 315 (1.00), 387 (0.75), 258
(0.75), and 201 (0.75), respectively. The ions, in the respective
peaks, are: NH2[CH2CONH]6CH2
; NH2[CH2CONH]5
CH2
; NH2[CH2CONH]4CH2
; NH2[CH2CONH]3CH2
;
and [CONHCH2]6CO2H
. There are both similarities and
differences with the i  0° results.
As discussed above, the internal motion of each
excited ion was followed for a maximum time of only
3.6 ps. For each trajectory, at both i of 0° and 45°, the
internal energy-transfer to the peptide ion, Eint, is
greater than the lowest energy potential energy barrier
for the ion’s fragmentation [6] and, thus, if longer times
are considered each ion is expected to dissociate and
form additional fragments. Also, some of the fragments
found in the current study may contain sufficient inter-
nal energy to undergo unimolecular dissociation if the
trajectories were followed for a longer period. Thus,
some of the ions identified as products in Figure 5 may
dissociate. This would further increase the number of
fragment ions. As a result the ion yields in Figure 5 may
not be directly compared with experiment [33].
To compare with experiment, the gly8-H
 ions and
fragment ions must be properly accounted for, which
have sufficient energy to dissociate but are undissoci-
ated when the trajectories are halted at 4 ps. This may
be done if these ions are assumed to have undergone
efficient IVR, so that RRKM theory may be used to
calculate the rate constants for their unimolecular path-
ways and, thus, the yield of their fragmentation prod-
ucts. In addition to knowing the internal energy of
the undissociated gly8-H
 molecules, this will require
knowing the internal energy of the fragment ions which
have sufficient energy to dissociate. Furthermore, the
transition-state vibrational frequencies and dissociation
barriers are required for all of the dissociation path-
ways. Such an analysis will be a substantial effort, but
necessary to make a direct comparison between simu-
lation and experiment.
Figure 5. Population of fragment ions versus their m/e ratios for
gly8-H
  diamond {111} fragmentation at Ei  100 eV for i  0°
(normal to surface) and i  45°. Fragmentation is for 3.6 ps of
internal motion of the excited gly -H ions. The peak for gly -H8 8
is not included.Backbone Cleavage Patterns
In this study, the same nomenclature was used for
fragment ions (see Figure 6) as in typical mass spec-
trometry studies [33]. The observed types of backbone
cleavages and their populations are listed in Table 2.
The most dominant cleavage sites were a-x and b-y for
i  0°, and a-x for i  45°. C-z type cleavage was also
observed in 20% of the trajectories. However, this is
not an independent cleavage and occurred typically
with a-x and b-y type cleavages. With i  0°, multiple
backbone cleavages were observed for 82% of the
trajectories, consisting of a-x and b-y, or a-x, b-y, and
c-z. However, for i  45°, only a single a-x type
cleavage was dominant.
Most of the backbone cleavages occurred via shatter-
ing for both incident angles. When gly8-H
 collides
with the surface, its structure is highly distorted, caus-
ing a high strain on the backbone and leading to
shattering fragmentation (Figure 4). For i  0° almost
all of the charged ions (Figure 5) are formed by shat-
tering. Shattering is also important for i 45°, but here
18% of the principal charged ions are formed by non-
shattering processes.
For the i  0° collisions, 2 to 16 fragments were
formed for each trajectory and fragmentation occurred
via 304 different reaction channels, related by their
backbone cleavages. Many different neutral molecules
were formed, with CO and NHCH2 the most prevalent.
Figure 6. Nomenclature for a protonated peptide ion’s frag-
ments and possible backbone cleavage sites.
Table 2. Backbone cleavage patterns for gly8-H
  diamond
{111} SIDa
Backbone cleavage patterns
Number of trajectoriesb
i  0° i  45°
a-x 55 (15.7) 23 (69.7)
b-y 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)
a-x and b-y 208 (59.3) 9 (27.3)
a-x, b-y and c-z 69 (19.6) 1 (3.0)
a-x with NH3 loss 5 (1.4) 0 (0.0)
a-x and b-y with NH3 loss 12 (3.4) 0 (0.0)
NH3 loss 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)
Total: 351 Total: 33
aThe collision energy is 100 eV.
bThe percentage of the cleavage pattern is given in parentheses.
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trajectories (79%) formed either CO or NHCH2, of
which 251 trajectories (72%) formed both CO and
NHCH2. In contrast to the previous simulations of small
peptides, [6, 9, 10] CO and NHCH2 formation followed
a backbone cleavage, which occurred during or imme-
diately after shattering. Approximately 9% of the trajec-
tories formed NH3, which did not occur by shattering,
but later after the ion had rebounded off the surface.
This is understandable, because the NH3 -group (N-
terminal site) is coiled inside the folded structure and
not exposed during the surface impact, which is the
case for small peptide ions. Of the i  0° trajectories,
only 4% had H or H2 loss, 2% H2O loss, and 2% HCN
loss. NH3, H2, and H2O were formed after gly8-H

collided with the surface and dissociated by an IVR
mechanism.
The fragmentation dynamics is dramatically chan-
ged for i  45°. Shattering still dominates, but the
number of fragments is much less than for i  0°. Of
the 33 dissociating trajectories, 23 (70%) formed two
fragments consisting of a an or xn type ion. For the
remaining 10 dissociating trajectories, 2 formed 3 frag-
ments, 7 formed 4 fragments, and only 1 formed a large
number of fragments, i.e., 8. The 9 trajectories fragment-
ing, via a-x and b-y type backbone cleavage, formed
either CO or NHCH2. Neither NH3, H2, or H2O were
formed from the collisions at i  45°.
A total of 426 ions were formed from the 351
dissociating trajectories at i  0° and, amongst these,
there were 135 different kinds of ions. Except for three
H and one OH, most of the ions resulted from either
an a-x or b-y type bond cleavage, or combination of
both. Only 13 ions were formed from c-z type bond
cleavages. About 20% of the trajectories had c-z type
backbone cleavages, but they mainly produced neutral
molecules such as COCH2, CONH, and sometimes
HCN. The tendency found here, for the a, b, x and y
type ions to be the major peaks in the mass spectrum, is
the same as for typical MS/MS SID experiments [34].
Rearrangement of Product Fragments
In protonated peptide ion dissociation, reactions in
which the atoms of the peptide backbone are rear-
ranged are often important [35–37], and such rearrange-
ment reactions were observed in this study. Most of
these rearrangements occurred on or near the surface,
after impact, when the structure of the folded peptide
ion was highly distorted. Among the 351 dissociating
trajectories for i  0°, 63 gave rearrangement products
and 59 of these were shattering events. Thirty of the
rearranged products are ions and the remaining 33
neutral. Of the 30 charged rearrangement products, 17
have masses different than those for typical a, b, x, and
y fragments, while the remaining 13 have masses typi-
cal of product fragments. Hence, the fraction of the
rearranged fragments which have unique masses in thespectrum is 17/426  0.04, where 426 is the total
number of ion fragments for i  0°.
For the i  0° simulations, there are two rearrange-
ment mechanisms for the shattering trajectories. One is
intramolecular recombination of fragments, forming a
ring type intermediate structure. The other results from
various bond cleavages and ensuing fragment recombi-
nations. For the former, the ends of two fragments
recombine and form a 5 to 12 membered ring, after
backbone breakage occurs by surface impact. These ring
structures have masses and sequences consistent with
the peptide backbone. Some backbone cleavages,
caused by shattering, result in fragments with two
reactive end groups (e.g., –NH and –CH2), which are
not yet stabilized by mobile protons. These end groups
recombine, forming a new –NH–CH2- bond, before the
fragment rebounds off the surface. The dynamics of
these ring formations are related to the folded structure
of the gly8-H
 ion. Immediately after the collision, sites
where backbone cleavages have occurred are close to
each other and end groups recombine before the frag-
ments are stabilized by mobile protons or intramolecu-
lar structural rearrangements.
For the rearrangements resulting from various bond
cleavages and ensuing fragment recombination with
i  0°, several different kinds of recombination mech-
anisms were observed. For one, the a3 ion first loses its
–CH2NH3
 end group, i.e.
NH3-CH2- -CO-NH-CH2-CO-NH-CH2-
Then the moiety on the right recombines with CO2H
,
formed by C-terminal C-C bond cleavage to give
HO-CO-CO-NH-CH2-CO-NH-CH2

These events happen rapidly on the 40–80 fs timescale,
while the fragments are near the surface. After back-
bone breakage by shattering, many of the fragments
rebound quickly from the surface, but some of the more
reactive fragments recombine before they have time to
move far above the surface. Thus, these rearrangement
events are happening mostly on the surface, and are
highly correlated with the surface impact and shatter-
ing fragmentation. A similar kind of rearrangement and
isomerization was observed in the previous simulation
of gly-H  diamond {111} collisions [10]. For gly-H,
the major isomerization occurred at the C-terminal site,
with the terminal carboxylic acid group isomerizing to
geminal diol (H3N-CH2-COOH ¡ H2N-CH2-C(OH)2).
As found for the current study, this isomerization also
occurred as the peptide ion impacted the surface.
For the i  45° simulations only two trajectories
gave rearranged products. One was a rearrangement by
recombination of two fragments, and the other resulted
from backbone breakage and self-recombination.
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Energy Transfer Efficiencies
For this gly8-H
  diamond {111} simulation at Ei 100
eV, the percentage energy-transfer to Eint increases by
a factor of 1.7 in changing i from 45° to 0° and normal
to the surface. Such a pronounced effect is not seen in a
simulation of gly2-H
 collisions with a perfluorinated
octanethiol self-assembled monolayer (F-SAM) surface,
for Ei in the range of 30–70 eV [38]. For this system,
energy-transfer to Eint increases by only a factor 1.3 in
changing i from 45° to 0°. The different energy-transfer
dynamics for diamond and SAM surfaces is important
and quite interesting, and discussed in detail in the next
section.
The Eint, Esurf, and Ef energy-transfer percentages
for gly8-H
  diamond {111} are compared, in Table 3,
with those determined in previous simulations for
glyn-H
 (n  1,2,3,5) ions colliding with diamond {111}
[6, 9, 10, 17, 18, 39]. A number of important findings are
present in this table and discussed in the following.
The energy-transfer efficiencies do not depend on
the intramolecular potential used for glyn-H
, since the
MP2 ab initio, AM1 semiempirical, and AMBER empir-
ical potentials give the same results. For a particular
glyn-H
 ion, the percentage energy-transfer is only
weakly dependent on Ei, with a tendency to slightly
decrease for the largest Ei. However, the effects on
Table 3. Comparison of percentage energy transfers in Glyn-H

Ion Ei (eV) Potential
i  0°
gly-H 70 MP2
gly2-H
 30 AM1
AMBERb
50 AM1
70 AM1
AMBER
100 AM1
gly8-H
 100 AM1
i  45°
gly-H 70 MP2
AM1
AMBER
gly2-H
 5 AMBER
10 AMBER
30 AMBER
70 AMBER
AM1
110 AMBER
gly3-H
 30 AMBER
70 AMBER
110 AMBER
gly5-H
 30 AMBER
gly8-H
 100 AM1
aThe results are for folded gly3-H
 and gly5-H
 structures. The uncertai
transfers are approximately 1%.
bCollision energy is 35 eV.
c For extended gly3-H , and i 45° and Ei 30 eV, the percentage energy tran
and 20, 8, and 80, respectively.Esurf and Ef are substantial, with energy-transfer to the
former increasing and to the latter decreasing with
increase in Ei. For Ei of 5 and 10 eV, less than 10% of the
collision energy is transferred to Esurf. Energy-transfer
to Eint increases with increase in size of the glyn-H

ions. At i 45°, the percentage energy-transfer to Eint
is 11% for gly-H, but 23% for gly5-H
 and 25% for
gly8-H
. (These percentages are for different Ei and,
thus, the comparison is approximate.) A similar effect is
seen at i  0°, where the transfer to Eint is 17% for
gly-H and 45% for gly8-H
. Changing the glyn-H

collision from normal to the surface (i  0°) to 45°
significantly decreases energy-transfer to Eint and
Esurf. For Eint, the decrease is 1.5 and 1.7 for
gly-H at Ei  70 eV and gly8-H
 at Ei  100 eV,
respectively. A similar factor of 1.5 is seen for gly2-H
.
Energy-transfer in collisions of peptide ions with a
diamond surface has not been investigated as exten-
sively in experiments as has been done by chemical
dynamics simulations. The only ion studied experimen-
tally is the octapeptide des-Arg1 1-bradykinin at i  0°
and Ei of 12-58 eV [16]. It would be of interest to
experimentally study collisions of different peptide ions
with a diamond surface, and over a range of i and Ei.
However, as discussed in the next section, the diamond
surface used in the experiments is different from the
diamond {111} surface used in the simulations, and a
iamond {111} collisionsa
Eint Esurf Ef Ref.
7 47 36 [10]
4 27 49 [9]
7 29 44 [39]
1 37 42 [9]
0 40 40 [9]
2 41 37 [39]
7 48 35 [9]
5 27 29 This work
1 39 50 [10]
2 38 50 [6]
1 37 52 [60]
6 0 84 [18]
7 4 79 [18]
6 12 72 [18]
3 26 61 [9]
5 25 60 [18]
3 34 53 [18]
8 9 73 [17]c
7 21 62 [17]
4 29 57 [17]
3 5 72 [17]
5 12 62 This work
(i.e., standard deviation of the mean) in the average percentage energy
 d

1
2
2
2
2
2
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
ntiessfers to Eint, Esurf, and Ef are nearly the same as those folded gly3-H
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be uncertain.
Effect of Peptide-H Structure
Previous chemical dynamics simulations [17] for
folded and linear structures of gly3-H
 and gly5-H

have shown that the SID energy-transfer dynamics
are, at most, only weakly dependent on the structure
of the peptide ion. However, it has not been shown
that the efficiency of shattering in SID is independent
of the peptide structure and it would be of interest to
investigate this possible effect in future studies. For
additional studies of gly8-H
 and/or other proton-
ated polypeptide ions, structures and energies could
be determined for different potential energy minima
and their energy-transfer and fragmentation dynam-
ics studied.
A property A of the peptide ion is an average of
the value of the property Ai for each of the ion’s
structures multiplied by the Boltzmann probability Pi of
the presence of the structure at temperature T; i.e.,
A PiAi (4)
Here Ai includes distributions fi(x), such as those for
collisional energy-transfer in SID. The folded structure
used for gly8-H
 in the work reported here is the one
obtained from a MD simulation in which gly8-H
 was
equilibrated at 300 K. However, there is interest in
studying the dynamics of structures which have lower
probabilities of being populated at 300 K. In particular,
there is substantial interest in determining whether the
dynamics of linear protonated polypeptide ions are
substantially different than those for folded gly8-H

studied here. Such linear peptide ions are expected to
become low-energy structures, if they have multiple
protonation, e.g., one H ion for each amino acid.
Comparison with Previous Experiments
A particularly interesting finding of the current study is
the strong dependence of the energy-transfer on the
incident angle, i, as shown in Table 1. Such an effect is
not seen experimentally in collisions with a surface
consisting of large organic molecules or self-assembled
monolayers, [40–42] and computationally in collisions
with a self assembled monolayer (SAM) [38]. Herman
and coworkers [40] studied collisions of ethanol molec-
ular ions, C2H6O
•, with stainless-steel surfaces cov-
ered by a multilayer of hydrogen-containing sub-
stances, usually identified as (pump oil) hydrocarbons,
and found that the probability of energy-transfer to the
ion’s internal degrees of freedom, Eint, is independent
of i in the range of 40° to 80°. They found the same
result in collisions of the same ion, C2H6O
•, with
perfluoro (F-SAM), hydrogenated (H-SAM), and
-COOH terminated (HOOC-SAM) alkylthiol self-
assembled monolayer surfaces for collisions with i inthe same range [41, 42]. In simulation of gly2-H

collisions with a perfluorinated octanethiol F-SAM sur-
face [38], the energy-transfer to Eint is similar for
collisions with i of 0° and 45°. For i  0°, the
percentage transfer to Eint changes from 11% to 13% as
Ei is increased from 30 eV to 70 eV. For i  45°, this
percentage change is 15% to 17%. The small difference
between the results for these two i indicates that
energy-transfer to Eint is slightly more efficient for
collisions not normal to the surface with i 45°. It is of
interest that though the simulated energy-transfer to
Eint, is not strongly dependent on i, when i is
changed from 0° to 45°, there is a significant decrease in
the energy-transfer to Esurf and a significant increase in
the energy remaining in Ef.
In contrast to the above results, the current study
shows that energy-transfer to Eint, for gly2-H
 
diamond {111} collisions at Ei  100 eV, is substantially
more efficient for i of 0° than 45°. The percentage
energy-transfer to Eint is 1.7 times larger for i  0°
compared with i  45°. The origin of the different
energy-transfer dynamics for the diamond {111} surface
compared with the hydrocarbon (pump oil) and SAM
surfaces is uncertain, but may be related to the greater
roughness and higher corrugation for the latter surfaces
[43, 44] compared with the “perfect” diamond {111}
surface used in the current study. This may make
energy-transfer to the internal degrees of freedom of
projectile ions less dependent on the incident angle.
In an experimental study [16], a percentage energy-
transfer to Eint of 19.2% was determined for collisions
of the octapeptide des-Arg1-bradykinin with a diamond
surface. The incident angle was 0° and the same per-
centage energy-transfer was found for collisions with Ei
in the range of 12–58 eV. As part of the work presented
here, for the octapeptide gly8-H
, a percentage energy-
transfer to Eint of 45% was found for collisions with the
diamond {111} surface for i  0° and Ei  100 eV. This
percentage is approximately a factor of two larger than
that measured for des-Arg1-bradykinin at the same i 
0° (i.e., normal collisions) and a slightly smaller Ei.
Such different Eint energy-transfer efficiencies, both
for an octapeptide, is unexpected and requires an
understanding. A possible explanation for this differ-
ence is the perfectly flat diamond {111} surface used for
the simulations compared with the “rough” diamond
surface used in the experiments [16, 45]. The diamond
surface is grown by “merging” of different nucleation
sites and is inherently rough. In addition, the fraction of
carbon on the surface which is graphitic is uncertain
[46]. Thus, there are significant differences between the
surfaces used for the simulations and experiments.
Possibly, for normal collisions, a perfectly flat diamond
{111} surface transfers substantially more energy to the
projectile’s vibrational modes than does a rough and
partially graphitic surface. As discussed above, energy-
transfer to Eint is not strongly affected by i for
collisions with hydrocarbon molecule and SAM sur-
faces as a result of their corrugation and roughness.
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  diamond {111},
with i  45° and a percentage energy-transfer to
Eint of 25% compared with the experimental 19.2%,
are more representative of collisions with a rough
“diamond-like” surface. However, it should be noted that
the percentage energy-transfer to Eint, for des-Arg
1-
bradykinin, is unaffected by varying the roughness of
the “diamond-like” surface [45]. However, the smooth-
est experimental surface still has a 32 Å roughness.
In future work, it will be important to simulate
collisions of des-Arg1-bradykinin with diamond {111}
and compare with the current results for gly8-H
.
Performing this simulation will require developing an
intermolecular potential for the atoms of des-Arg1-
bradykinin interacting with the diamond {111} surface
[17, 25]. It will also be of interest to simulate collisions
with a graphite surface and compare the results with
those presented here for the diamond {111} surface. The
results of such a study should provide insight into the
different energy-transfer efficiencies found between
the perfectly flat diamond {111} surface used in the
simulations and the rough, partly graphitic diamond-
like surface used in the experiments. Finally, it would
be of interest to perform the experiments at i different
than 0° (e.g., 45°) to see if the energy-transfer efficiency
to Eint depends on i for collisions with the rough,
diamond-like surface.
Summary
A QM  MM direct dynamics simulation was per-
formed to study energy-transfer and fragmentation in
collisions of the protonated octapeptide gly8-H
 with
the diamond {111} surface, at an initial collision energy
Ei of 100 eV and incident angle i of 0° and 45°.
Molecular mechanical (MM) functions were used for
the gly8-H
/diamond intermolecular potential and the
potential of the diamond surface. Fragmentation of
gly8-H
 was studied by representing its intramolecular
potential by the AM1 semiempirical quantum mechan-
ical (QM) model.
For i  0°, the average percentage energy transfers
to the internal degrees of freedom of the ion and the
surface, and the energy remaining in ion translation,
(i.e., Eint, Esurf, and Ef) are 45%, 26%, and 29%. For the
other incident angle studied, 45°, these percentages are
26%, 12%, and 62%. The strong dependence of the
energy-transfer to Eint, on the incident angle, has not
been observed previously in either experimental [40–
42] or computational [38] studies of protonated peptide
ion collisions with hydrocarbon molecule and self-
assembled monolayer (SAM) surfaces. For a smooth
and rigid surface, there are no mechanisms for inter-
converting the normal and parallel components of the
incident velocity and, as a result, the energy-transfer
dynamics depends only on the normal component with
the parallel component conserved [47]. For such sys-
tems the energy-transfer scales with Eicos
2i. This scale
factor changes from 1.0 to 0.5 when i is changed from0° to 45°, and this is the approximate change in the
energy-transfer efficiencies found from the simulations.
The percentage energy-transfer to Eint for i  0° is
larger than that reported in previous experiments for
collisions of des-Arg1-bradykinin with a diamond sur-
face at the same i. This difference is discussed in terms
of differences between the perfectly flat model diamond
{111} surface used in the simulations and the “rough”,
partially graphitic diamond surface [45, 46] prepared
for the experiments.
Shattering dominates gly8-H
 fragmentation at i 
0°, with 78% of the ions dissociating in this way. At i
45° shattering is much less important, but 22% of the
colliding ions still shatter. Shattering involves many
different fragmentation pathways and for i  0° there
are 304 different pathways, many related by their
backbone cleavage patterns. Most of the backbone
cleavages occurred via shattering for both incident
angles. For the i  0° fragmentations, 59% resulted
from both a-x and b-y cleavages, while for i  45° 75%
of the fragmentations occurred with only a-x cleavage.
The high probability of multiple backbone cleavages at
i  0°, compared with 45°, is consistent with the much
larger number of fragments formed for the dissociating
trajectories for the former angle.
Finally, this work illustrates the utility and importance
of using direct dynamics simulations to study the atomic-
level dynamics of SID. In the future, it will be of interest
to study additional ions, e.g., des-Arg1-bradykinin, and
surfaces.
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